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X AND Y WAVES IN THE SPATIOTEMPORAL 
INSTABILITY OF SPATIALLY LOCALIZED 
NONLINEAR WAVES
A reinterpretation of the origin of the spatiotemporal dynamics
of light filaments in nonlinear media
CONTENTS
1. Spatiotemporal phenomena in the filamentary regime of ultrashort
pulses (axial emission, conical emission, time splitting, shock fronts,
X waves…)
2. Kerr-induced spatiotemporal instability of a self-guided light beam in 
the linear regime (small perturbation): weak Y waves
3. Kerr-induced spatiotemporal instability of a self-guided light beam in 







• Self-focusing stage:  - fast nearly pure spatial dynamics
- self-similar compression towards a universal  
transversal profile: the Townes profile
• Collapse region:        - enormous intensities (hundreds of TW/cm^2)
- onset of higher-order nonlinear phenomena
- birth of a full spatiotemporal dynamics
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- Temporal splitting, compression, recombination
Several self-refocusing cycles, etc
- Axial emission (spectral broadening, new temporal frequencies)













• Filamentary regime: 
Water, 200 fs, 527 nm, 3 J
D. Faccio, M.A. Porras, A. Dubietis, F. Bragheri, 
A. Couairon, P. Di Trapani, Phys. Rev. Lett. 96 (2006) 
193901
- CE in the form of two X waves
- Shock fronts in split-off pulses







1. Spatiotemporal phenomena in light filamentation of ultrashort pulses 
(axial emission, conical emission, time splitting, shock fronts…)
2. Kerr-induced spatiotemporal instability of a self-guided light beam in 
the linear regime (small perturbation): weak Y waves
3. Kerr-induced spatiotemporal instability of a self-guided light beam in 
the nonlinear regime (large perturbation): strong Y and X waves
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• Self-guided light beam: monochromatic Townes beam
Ground state solution Aa () exp(i) 
= 0.2055 for a (0) = 1) to the 2D, cubic, NLSE0
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2. SPATIOTEMPORAL INSTABILITY OF A SELF-
GUIDED LIGHT BEAM:      LINEAR REGIME
0
• Linear instability analysis
small inhomogeneous perturbation u at Stokes 
 and v* anti-Stokes 
 
bands
two unstable eigenmodes: Y-waves
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2. SPATIOTEMPORAL INSTABILITY OF A SELF-
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2. SPATIOTEMPORAL INSTABILITY OF A SELF-
GUIDED LIGHT BEAM:      LINEAR REGIME
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2. SPATIOTEMPORAL INSTABILITY OF A SELF-
GUIDED LIGHT BEAM:      LINEAR REGIME
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• Experimental observation of Y-waves upon filamentation:
527 nm, 200 fs, fused silica
15 cm
E= 3 JE= 2 J
15 cm
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2. SPATIOTEMPORAL INSTABILITY OF A SELF-
GUIDED LIGHT BEAM: LINEAR REGIME
The ST instability of a self-guided light beam in the small perturbation
regime can then explain the unfold of a full ST dynamics in a self-guided
light beam, including
1.  the onset of axial and conical emission, stablishing a link between
them,
2.  the origin of pulse temporal splitting,
as observed in filamentation experiments
CONTENTS
1. Spatiotemporal phenomena in light filamentation of ultrashort pulses 
(axial emission, conical emission, time splitting, shock fronts…)
2. Kerr-induced spatiotemporal instability of a self-guided light beam in 
the linear regime (small perturbation): weak Y waves
3. Kerr-induced spatiotemporal instability of a self-guided light beam in 
the nonlinear regime (large perturbation): strong Y and X waves
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3. SPATIOTEMPORAL INSTABILITY OF A SELF-
GUIDED LIGHT BEAM:   NONLINEAR REGIME
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• Asymptotic analysis for
Townes + growing (< 0),  but small Y wave
then the NLS
If at small enough
which satisfies
prolongation theorem
implies that is valid for all
Conserved equation along the entire evolution, from the linear to the 









3. SPATIOTEMPORAL INSTABILITY OF A SELF-




X wave (diffraction-free & 
dispersion-free solution to
the LSE)
T + Y weak perturbation
(infinite energy in time) 
develop into an X wave
(infinite energy in space)
spatiotemporal spectrum
3. SPATIOTEMPORAL INSTABILITY OF A SELF-
GUIDED LIGHT BEAM:   NONLINEAR REGIME
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3. SPATIOTEMPORAL INSTABILITY OF A SELF-



























• Numerical analysis: double Y wave perturbations at many frequencies
3. SPATIOTEMPORAL INSTABILITY OF A SELF-



































1. We have explained the origin of many of the spatiotemporal phenomena
obseverd in light filaments in nonlinear media with a minimum
set of ingredients:
Kerr nonlinearity + dispersion + diffraction
2. Spectral broadening, conical emission, temporal splitting and
steepening are manifestations of the formation of two splitting and
shocking Y pulses co-propagating with two X waves, in the
spatiotemporal instability of a self-guided light beam in Kerr media.
3. The result are presented here in the case of NGVD, but can be easily
rewritten for AGVD.
4. The analysis of instability by means of the ST spectrum, and the
prolongation theorem, can be applied to other type of spatial solitons
(quadratic), and reveal the universality of X waves in nonlinear optical
phenomena
